
057 totality is the basic underlying presence of self

which creates with a knowingness — assignments,

unassignments, reassignments, considerations,

concepts, postulates, thoughts and energy and all

thingsmanifest.

058 No matter how you are classified in the game of experience

and living — spirit, humanoid, body, or planet — 

i, we, you, they — is totality — never has been

other than totality, never will be other than,

and can never be other than the underlying total

self — totality — which made the original assign-

ments within areas of the total self.

For centuries mystics and masters have searched for the

true self, looking somewhere in the far distance.

The assigned area of awareness from which you are

searching is that which you are searching for — the true

total self— totality.

059 No matter how cleverly, we, the total self, have cre-

ated areas of pretended separatenesswithin the total

self, each and every one of these areas are basically

totality, the total self. Each time game player is

pretending to be other than total and the part of

him or her that is aware is the total self expressing in

a limited perimeter of awareness.

p r e t e n d i n g

060 pretending to be divided and be other than

totality is the game played by spirits, bodies,

planets, universes, etc.

totality concept
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The pretended separateness is a direct assign-

ment of totality.

The othernesses or spirits, the assigned segments

of totality at first played the game fully aware of the

pretending.

Then gradually, in the playing of the game, there is a for-

getting, there is a pretending.

At the present state of the game —

it has been forgotten

there is a forgetting 

there is a pretending

to be other than — 

the total presence of self — totality,

061 These have become levels of unawareness— being

maintained in the game as control mechanisms.

They are in a sense, hypnotic game controls which

enable you to be stupid enough to be socially acceptable on

planet Earth.

These are a cycle of thought form recordings, similar to

tape recordings, that can be found in all parts of your

body forcefields and at locations on the planet and in space

where the planet has been.

This is maintained by totality— the total self—

there is a forgetting — that

there is a forgetting —

there is a pretending

to be other than totality — now

This can be used as a form of educational instruction and

release — now. 
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now is to be used as a method of focusing the 

attention on locations which are areas of experience

or game areas.

062 remembering is focusing the attention on loca-

tions away from the body, with certainty — now.

remembering is awareness as totality of being there

— now, at the location of a so-called past happening

and examining the thought-form recordings at the

location.

All locations and areas of experience contain the 

pretending-forgetting-forgetting inversions of

awareness as limiters of awareness and ability. All

this exists within the nowness of the total self. Thus

now is the essential key to releasing them.

p r e t e n d i n g  —  f o r g e t t i n g

063 instruction— 

i totality is present now— as you think it — places

you on the totality operational level of awareness. This

is essential to optimum use of any method of instruction

used on this planet (or any other).

These instruction steps are at first verbalized to yourself —

either silently or out loud. 

When you have them established firmly in your conscious

awareness, shift over to the non-verbal knowingness

level of totality operation.
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know as your total self that these words are trigger

mechanisms that cause you to function on all related levels

of awareness and unawareness.

as totality — know and be aware

there is a forgetting— 

there is a pretending— 

to be other than total— total self.

there is a remembering— 

there is a forgetting— 

there is a pretending—

to be other than total— the total self.

there is awareness / unawareness of awareness

—as totality.

there is awareness / unawareness of ability—

as totality.

Use these methods with the intention of releasing

limiting effects and/or factors of your ability and

awareness.

Select what seems to you a location at some distance

from the body that seems to be of importance to you.

focus your attention on this location and also on

the body as you think, know and/or are aware of the

above instruction segments.

Do them one at a time carefully, do them at the location

and then on the body force-field area.

As soon as you can do the body and the location at the

same time, repeat them over and over until certainty is

achieved: 
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